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Introduction 

Organizations such as schools, humanitarian groups and other not for profit entities rely 

on charitable donations to function.  These organizations and groups are increasingly using tools 

such as data analysis and machine learning to target donors and increase giving. 

The purpose of this assignment is to explore a data set of donors to look for trends and 

giving patterns that would be useful to better target potential users and communicate more 

effectively with existing donors. 

Data and Source 

The data set provided for this assignment includes donor information in a csv file format 

that was downloaded from the Syracuse 2U platform.  No information was provided on the 

source of this data but a data definition document was provided to explain each of the variables 

in the dataset.  Below is a summary of the data including new column names that will be created 

in Python. 
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 Table 1 - donors.csv data variables, descriptions and data types 

 

Data Exploration and Cleaning 

The requirements for this assignment provided two options for the data structure in 

Python: (1) A list of dictionaries or a combination of lists, dictionaries and numpy arrays, (2) A 

pandas dataframe.  Since the dataset is in a "rectangular" format (rows and columns), a dataframe 

seemed a better choice so this structure will be used for the assignment. 
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The first step in the process was to import the csv file to Python and explore the data to 

understand what changes and cleaning needed to occur.  The following observations needed to 

be addressed before starting the analysis: 

1. The column names did not provide easy to understand descriptions of the data and 
were changed to those shown in Column 1 of Table 1. 

2. The row id and row id. columns did not provide any useful information for the 
analysis and these were deleted using the df.drop function. 

3. Several of the variables are boolean (0 or 1) and could be converted from integer 
(int64) to boolean (bool).  After consulting with Neal Bates (a Python 
programmer in the Applied Data Science program), the decision was made to 
keep in integer format because it is easier to sum columns compared to locate and 
count in Python. 

 

With the data cleansing and formatting complete, summary statistics were created using the 

df.describe function.  Below is the resulting table after transposing the orientation. 

 

Table 2 - Summary Statistics for the donors.csv data set 
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During the exploratory data analysis, four visualizations were created in Figures 1-4 to better 

understand the data and explore any patterns that exist. 

 

 Figure 1 - Wealth Rating and Donation Amount 

 

 Figure 2 - Number of Promotions and Donation Amount 
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 Figure 3 - Income Category and Donor Status (True or False) 

 
 Figure 4 - Region and Donor Status (0 or 1) 
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Comparison Questions 

The first comparison question explores the correlation between the variables in the 

dataset.  Figure 5 below was created to visualize the correlations with yellow indicating higher 

values (except the diagonal yellow line which shows when a value has a perfect correlation to 

itself) 

 
 Figure 5 - Correlation of Variables (x labels are not visible due to formatting) 

A yellow square in the lower right quadrant was of interest with an 86% correlation 

between Last Gift and Average Gift.  So, the question to explore is: Why are these correlated and 

how can this information could be used to better understand donor behavior?  Figure 6 below 

shows the relationship between these two variables.  This could indicate that recent promotions 

may be encouraging people to give higher amounts. 
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Figure 6 - Last Gift Amount ($'s) and Average Gifts to Date ($'s) 

 
A second question to explore is the high number of people in Region 4 (the total is 1200).  

The column with (4,0) is Region 4, non-donors and  (4,1) is Region 4, donors. 
 

 
   Figure 7 - Region, Donor Status by Number of Donors 

 
Exploring further in Region 4 reveals some interesting data about the lifetime gifts by 

income level in Region 4.  Wealth Rating 3 has the highest lifetime gifts with a mean of $203.58, 

while Rating 8 has the lowest lifetime gifts with a mean of $69.86.  Since Region 4 has a 

disproportionate number of overall people, it would be interesting to investigate further why 

Rating 3 (lower income) and Rating 8 (higher income) have such a disparity in overall giving. 

 
 

     Table 3 - Region 4 Lifetime Gifts by Wealth Rating 
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Description of the Program and Output Files 

The Python program to import the dataset, format the data and perform the 

analysis/visualizations was developed in Jupyter Notebook.  The file Homework1.ipynb was 

uploaded to 2U with this Word document.  Please see the Python code and comments in this file 

for additional details. 

 

Conclusion 

The donor dataset contains rich information that could be used by an organization to 

target existing donors and potential new donors.  One observation that was revealed in the data is 

that Region 4 has the highest number of donors and non-donors (1200).  Performing a deeper 

investigation into this region and developing marketing programs could deliver better results 

than "mass marketing" to all donors. 


